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Fatty acids are commonly used as biomarkers for making inferences about
trophic relationships in aquatic and soil food webs. However, researchers are
often unaware of the physiological constraintswithin organisms on the trophic
transfer and modification of dietary biomarkers in consumers. Fatty acids are
bioactive molecules, which have diverse structures and functions that both
complicate and enhance their value as trophic tracers. For instance, consumers
may synthesize confounding non-dietary sourced markers from precursor
molecules, and environmental conditions also affect fatty acid composition.
There is a vital need for more research on the uptake and transfer of trophic
biomarkers in individual organisms in order to advance the field and make
meaningful use of these tools at the scale of populations or ecosystems.
This special issue is focused on controlled feeding experiments on a diverse
taxonomic breadth of model consumers from freshwater, marine and soil
ecosystems with a goal of creating a more integrated understanding of the
connection between consumer physiology and trophic ecology.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘The next horizons for lipids as
‘trophic biomarkers’: evidence and significance of consumer modification
of dietary fatty acids’.
1. Introduction
All heterotrophs contain fatty acids with diverse structures; some can be syn-
thesized de novo but most are acquired through diet. Fatty acids can therefore
be applied as trophic tracers or biomarkers to make inferences about the relative
importance of different resources in aquatic food webs [1–3] (figure 1a,b). This
tracer technique has developed largely along two lines, in inferring resource
use; in basal foodwebs, questions have focused on identification of sources of pri-
mary production that support primary and secondary consumers, while in apex
food webs, the interest has been in resource assimilation of predators.

Regardless of the trophic positioning of the consumers, there are three general
types of research (reviewed in [3]): (i) qualitative–comparative (comparing across
taxa, habitats, conditions); (ii) qualitative biomarker (inference of resource using
unique biomarkers of those resources); and (iii) quantitative inference (calculating
consumer diets). The qualitative approaches are based on interpreting the
presence of fatty acid biomarkers in consumers as evidence for trophic support
to the consumer [1,4]. The quantitative approach seeks to estimate actual
proportional contribution of different resources to consumers using maths and
experimentation [2,5].

The basic premise of all fatty acid trophic tracer approaches is that unique fatty
acid biomarkers (depicted as red, yellow and blue coloured tracers for each algal
producer in figure 1b) can be traced into the consumers in a food web. The
approach is strongestwhen one can assume that transfer of the tracer signal is con-
served across trophic levels [1] and requires that prey are sufficiently distinct in
their biomarker signature to allow subsequent interpretation [6]. However, rela-
tively little is known about the trophic modification of fatty acids (figure 2) and
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Figure 1. Fatty acids as trophic tracers or ‘biomarkers’. (a) Structure of a polyunsaturated fatty acid (eicosapentaenoic acid; EPA). Researchers commonly use a
version of either ‘ω-x’ or ‘n-x’, where x is the location of the first double bond from the methyl end of the molecule. (b) A cartoon of the path that produ-
cer-synthesized fatty acids may follow through a food web, where consumers are mixtures of proportions of biomarkers ( pie charts). The cartoon only shows
four tracers but actual producers and consumers may have up to 70 different fatty acids. (c) Continuum of algae-synthesized to highly modified fatty acids. Animals
have differing, usually unknown, abilities to synthesize certain fatty acids de novo, resulting in higher predators having more derived, highly modified fatty acid
profiles relative to basal consumers. Artwork by R. M. Yoshioka, commissioned by the authors. (Online version in colour.)
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underlying consumer lipid metabolism or physiology of most
organisms. Accounting for lipid trophic modifica-
tion in consumers through project-specific feeding trials [5]
or by measurement and estimation of general dietary ‘cali-
bration coefficients’ [7, this issue; 8] is critical for quantitative
biomarker applications [2,9]. However, understanding consu-
mer trophic modification of their dietary fatty acids is
relevant for all fatty acid biomarker applications [3].

Organisms may incorporate dietary sourced fatty acids
into their tissues relatively unchanged, but they may also syn-
thesize non-dietary sourced markers (e.g. purple tracer in
figures 1 and 2) from precursor molecules. Fatty acids are
extremely diverse in their structure and function (reviewed
in [1,3,9]); some are important for structural and physiologi-
cal needs, and others may be destined to be catabolized to
meet energy demands [10,11]. While there are similarities in
these needs among different heterotrophs, certain fatty
acids are accumulated to a greater extent in some consumers
than others. For example, docosahexaenoic acid (DHA;
22:6ω-3) appears to be selectively retained and critical for
the survival of many copepods but is not retained or limiting
for Daphnia, a cladoceran (reviewed in [12]).
2. A need for more experimentation on
organism fatty acid metabolism

The theme of this special issue is experimental research and
synthesis aimed at understanding the transfer and integration
of dietary fatty acids into the tissues of consumers (figure 2).
There is growing interest in the use of the trophic biomarker
approach cartooned in figure 1 to make inferences about
resources that are supporting specific consumers or popu-
lations. Fatty acids are very well poised to complement
other long-used techniques for understanding the trophic
ecology of wild consumers, which include direct observation
of foraging, and analyses of stomach contents and stable iso-
topes [13]. However, feeding experiments are necessary to
advance the field and make meaningful use of these tools
at the scale of populations or ecosystems [14].

Fatty acids are a particularly appealing form of trophic
tracer because of their diverse composition; organism fatty
acid profiles often consist of 25–70 unique molecules [9].
Moreover, unlike stable isotope values, the multivariate
fatty acid profiles of plants and animals are generally quite
distinct, owing to differences in phylogeny and diet



Figure 2. Biological processes (left column) and biomarker applications (right column) for an example consumer crab (centre column). In the cartoon, certain dietary
fatty acids are preferentially retained (e.g. blue tracers) while others may be more likely to be converted (red to purple) or lost through crab respiration or cat-
abolism. Feeding trials are necessary in order to interpret the integrated and measured consumer tracer fatty acids (bottom row). Artwork by R. M. Yoshioka,
commissioned by the authors. (Online version in colour.)
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[15–17]. However, this strength is also a key limitation; because
fatty acids have diverse structures and functions, they are bio-
active molecules. Much of the research using the fatty acid
biomarker approach has only superficial acknowledgement
of the uncertainty associated with the trophic transfer and
storage of these tracers in consumers. Even when researchers
have attempted to account for trophic modification in organ-
ism fatty acid profiles based on feeding trials designed
to measure those modifications, as a field we have yet to
understand the influence of ontogeny, physiological stress,
competition, tissue turnover time and environmental factors
such as temperature on biomarker trophic transfer and storage
in consumers. Thus,we feel that advances of the approach have
been limited by two major issues: (i) ecologists wishing to use
this tool have not often appreciated the physiological limit-
ations and issues underlying the utility of these biomarkers
for tracing food webs and (ii) physiologists working on lipid
metabolism within specific organisms have not generally
made their work relevant for ecologists. The field seems
primed for a more integrated understanding of the connection
between consumer physiology and trophic ecology.
Recent genetic analyses have suggested that the extent
that consumers are able to modify dietary fatty acids or syn-
thesize new fatty acids is far greater than previously thought
[18]. For instance, Kabeya et al. [19, this issue] demonstrate in
a model polychaete consumer the approach of screening for
genes that code for specific desaturases and elongases that
enable polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA) synthesis. One
might expect that the empirical studies we call for here may
not be necessary with these recent advances in our under-
standing of the biochemical processes that organisms are
capable of, given their genetics. However, such genetic
screening is raising even more questions about the extent
that organisms actually do biosynthesize fatty acids and
does not supplant the need for lab experiments. Phenotypic
expression is dependent on both genotype and environment,
so it is not surprising to find that PUFA synthesis varies with
dietary history [20, this issue] but not necessarily in ways that
are anticipated based on genetic composition [21, this issue].
Importantly, when genetic analyses are paired with empirical
feeding studies, it is possible to link demonstrated synthesis
of particular fatty acids with upregulation of specific genes
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[22, this issue]. Thus, the critical question is: does possession
of the appropriate genes result in synthesis of biologically rel-
evant amounts of long chain PUFA?
 lsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb
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3. Key areas for future research
In this special issue, our focus is on experiments to study
fatty acid trophic transfer and modification in organisms.
Our primary aim is to convey the need to better understand
physiological changes that consumers make to dietary lipids
before application of biomarker approaches. We hope this
special issue will increase efforts to conduct feeding trials
that are designed to measure fatty acid trophic transfer and
integration in diverse heterotrophs. While our focus is solely
on fatty acids, many of these issues apply to other biomarkers
that are in use, including stable isotope values of amino acids
and other compounds. Robust application of those biomarkers
faces the same difficulties as fatty acids, with a lack of infor-
mation concerning trophic modification, and most studies
limited to qualitative applications; we anticipate this special
issue will highlight relevant issues for all biomarker fields.

Ultimately, experimental work is required for the develop-
ment and refinement of biomarker models that can accurately
estimate animal diets. Moreover, while fatty acids have been in
use for many decades to infer trophic ecology [23–26], they are
rarely used to determine predator–prey interactions which
form the basis of ecosystem models. Indeed, a recent review
describing potential improvements to ecosystem models cites
the lack of information concerning consumer fatty acid metab-
olism as a major limitation in their inclusion [14]. Below we
describe a number of key considerations when designing and
interpreting empirical feeding studies with a goal of applying
fatty acids in a quantitative manner to investigate consumer
ecology. This does not represent an exhaustive list but, rather,
provides a starting point for experimental design, drawing
on examples of studies from this special issue and other areas.

(a) Matching composition of experimental and natural
diets

It has been shown for both pinnipeds [27] and fish [28] that
consumer assimilation and modification of dietary fatty
acids varies according to the food consumed. Several articles
in the present issue have further demonstrated diet specificity
of fatty acid trophic assimilation in newmodel consumers [29–
31]. In addition, Budge et al. [32, this issue] also demonstrate
that the fat content of the diet affects consumer assimilation
of dietary fatty acids. Thus, it is critical for both the proximate
composition and fatty acid profile of experimental foods to be
similar to that of natural diets to make realistic inferences
about wild consumers that are informed from experimental
feeding trials. With primary consumers, it is relatively easy
to provide fresh, single species of phytoplankton or macroal-
gae as foods that are likely representative of nature since
many short-lived primary consumers feed on temporally lim-
ited algal blooms. In this special issue, numerous authors
employed this approach and focused on feeding pure algal
diets [20,21,29,30,33,34]; with their springtail experiments
Kühn et al. [35, this issue] were also able to offer mixed dried
diets of bacteria, microalgae, fungi and plants.

At intermediate trophic levels, it can be difficult tomeet the
nutritional requirements of consumers by feeding single
species, particularly for longer-duration experiments, since
such predators are rarely so specialized [28,31]. With finfish
and similar species that are raised for aquaculture, formulated
feeds, tailored to satisfy nutritional requirements, can be
employed [36]. With such an approach, the fatty acid compo-
sition of the diet can be carefully controlled to represent
both single prey items (to establish extent of predator
modification) and diet mixtures (to test mixing model per-
formance), similar to Kühn’s approach [35] with dried diets
for springtails. However, feeds for aquaculture are usually
designed tomaximize growth andminimize cost of ingredients
so they are typically higher in fat and lower in protein than
encountered naturally [37].

Application of mixed and artificial types of diets in captive
feeding experiments can lead to false conclusions concerning
predator metabolism of dietary fatty acids [32, this issue]
and care must be taken to ensure a realistic diet composition
(e.g. [38]). In the case of Jardine et al. [7, this issue] the majority
of the studies that were included in the synthesis took place in
an aquaculture setting, with formulated diets that are likely to
have been optimized for the particular consumer. A strength
of that study is the large sample size of studies that contributed
to the conclusions, but the generality of the patterns shown in
Jardine et al. to consumers in the wild, which may have less
optimal resources available, is still unknown. With top preda-
tors, such as pinnipeds, which are routinely held in captivity,
feeding of single prey items is normal practice and does not
seem to introduce nutritional deficiencies, leading to a
wealth of data concerning the assimilation of dietary fatty
acids by pinnipeds [2,27,39].
(b) Experimental duration
Intervention experiments must be conducted for an appropri-
ately long period so that a consumer’s tissues are sufficiently
acclimated to the new food. However, because these types of
experiments are often expensive and require close attention,
competing pressures may cause researchers to terminate feed-
ing studies too soon. Incorporation of dietary fatty acids
follows a dilution model in finfish [40] so that fish can be
fed until their mass increases two- or threefold to ensure
the new food is fully incorporated (e.g. [32, this issue]). In
small, short-lived species, particularly arthropods, a similar
approach could be used, allowing the animals to progress
through several growth stages or moults to ensure that a sub-
stantial mass gain has occurred. As with finfish, it can also be
feasible to monitor a change in total mass [33]. A doubling or
tripling in size is a rough indicator used for initial exper-
iments with previously unstudied macroinvertebrates [6];
however, we note that in the six–eight week experiments
with juvenile crabs by Thomas et al. [31, this issue], crabs
that did not moult or grow appreciably still incorporated
and reflected the fatty acid profiles of their different diets.

With large adult predators, such as pinnipeds and birds,
where a dilution model cannot be applied, an alternative strat-
egy is to compare fatty acid intake during the study with
consumer fat stores. In the unlikely scenariowhere a predator’s
stored fatty acids would be exchanged or turned-over in a 1 : 1
relationship with consumed fatty acids, an experiment would
have to proceed, at least, until the predator had consumed the
same mass of fatty acids in its food as in its fat stores at the
initiation of the experiment. Since selective mobilization and
retention are known to occur in birds and mammals [41,42], it
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would be prudent to allow experiments to proceed for a some-
what longer duration; however, there exists little literature to
help determine the minimum duration required. Assessment
of fattyacid intake relative to existing consumer fat stores is par-
ticularly important when a consumer fat depot is being
sampled after consumption of a relatively low-fat diet.

A definitive answer to the question of feeding study
duration is only possible through periodic sampling and deter-
mination of fatty acid profile of whole consumer or consumer
tissue (e.g. [11]); unfortunately, such collection is often imprac-
tical because of fatal sampling or limitations on repeated
sampling imposed by animal care requirements. The reliability
of inferences about an organism’s lipid metabolism derived
from a feeding study depends on the sufficient assimilation
of fatty acids in the field; certainly, greater attention should
be given to this aspect in planning interventions. In the absence
of empirical evidence of tissue turnover time with time-series
sampling, we (Galloway and Budge) generally start with
what we expect are ‘long’ experiments on individuals, before
‘backing down’ into shorter-duration trials. It is not possible
to offer a prescriptive minimum feeding trial duration owing
to the wide differences in growth rates among organisms, but
we caution strongly against experiments that are too short for
the consumer to integrate dietary biomarker signals.

(c) Tissue selection
While it is beyond the scope of this article to thoroughly
review the analyst’s choice of tissues to sample, we do high-
light that the meaningful duration of a feeding trial is also
dependent on the consumer tissue analysed. For example,
while urchins are very long lived (e.g. more than 100 years)
and slow growing, they can build gonads in a matter of
weeks when conditions are favourable, and the fatty acids
of these gonads are strongly influenced by their different
macroalgal diets [43]. For very small consumers such as zoo-
plankton it is often necessary to pool the whole bodies of
individuals for each ‘replicate’ sample in order to meet the
minimum biomass requirements for the fatty acid extraction
technique being used by the analyst. For larger invertebrates,
fishes, birds and mammals, it is common to target specific
tissue types for biomarker analysis. Tissues to examine
depend on the question, and usually the appropriate choice
is determined by whether the analyst is examining the
sample for its role in the food web (figure 1) as a predator
or a prey [9]. If the sample is to characterize trophic ecology
of a predator, it has been argued that a metabolically active
energy storage tissue in the consumer should be sampled
[9]; if the sample is for characterizing fatty acid signatures
in prey it makes sense to use the homogenized, whole body
of the organism as it would be consumed by the predator
[15]. In practice, the most common tissue that analysts evalu-
ate in individual organisms is muscle, fat, gonad, or liver
(extensively reviewed in [3,9]). Because the different tissue
types of a given organism are known to differ in their fatty
acid compositions, for comparative studies across species, it
is ideal to standardize tissue type in different consumers [44].

(d) Legacy fatty acids
‘Legacy’ fatty acid profiles are laid down in the consumer or
its parents in the wild or while fed initial diets before an
experiment starts. In a feeding study, legacy fatty acids can
confuse interpretation, since certain fatty acids, particularly
physiologically important essential fatty acids that are
costly for the consumer to obtain via diet or biosynthesis,
may be more likely to remain in the tissues of a consumer
being fed new foods that are deficient in these nutrients.
This can be a particular problem when the food consumed
prior to the start of the experiment has a higher fat content
than the new foods, requiring longer-duration experiments
to replace the initial fatty acid signal. This effect is exacer-
bated if the fatty acids of interest are also in lower
proportions in the experimental diet. Absence of a fatty
acid in the initial diet may also influence our interpretation.
For instance, Bell et al. [45] found no evidence of PUFA syn-
thesis in wild Calanus finmarchicus; however, in the same
species reared on phytoplankton lacking specific PUFA,
Helenius et al. [20, this issue] demonstrated obvious synthesis
of essential fatty acids. Legacy fatty acids can also be a result
of maternal investment of lipids in eggs that feed lecitho-
trophic larvae and other consumers that prey upon the eggs
[46,47]. In this issue, Hou et al. [48] capitalized on the depo-
sition of legacy fatty acid in eggs to follow changes in
maternal diets. The ideal path is to ensure that the diet fed
to the consumer or mother before the experiment begins
has a similar composition to both natural diets (if the out-
comes are to be applied to natural populations) and the
experimental diets in terms of fat content, and is nutritionally
balanced and not deficient in essential fatty acids.
(e) Fatty acid selection
While up to 70 fatty acids are commonly identified and reported
in trophic applications, inevitably somemuch smaller number is
typically used in quantitative applications, often owing to statisti-
cal considerations, but also because of instrumental or
biochemical uncertainties (e.g. see [2]). To determine diet,
researchers may attempt to restrict applications to fatty acids
that have a strictly dietary origin (‘dietary’ fatty acids) or can be
both biosynthesized and acquired from diet (‘extended dietary
fatty acids’; [2]). From within those subsets, a number of
approaches have been applied to further reduce the sets to yield
the most reliable fatty acids for trophic inference. For instance,
fatty acids have been excluded based on variation in their
observed calibration coefficients (e.g. [39]) or in their proportions
among prey species (e.g. [49,50]). Others have used simulation
studies to test the ability of a model to predict a known diet,
given a particular fatty acid dataset (e.g. [51]). A fourth approach
compares the proportion of each fatty acid in all prey specieswith
the corresponding fatty acid in the predator’s tissue after adjust-
ment for metabolism to identify predator fatty acid proportions
that are greater than that of any prey item. Assuming that all
important prey species have been sampled, such a situation
implies that the adjustment of the predator fatty acid proportion
toaccount formetabolism isunreliable and that certain fattyacids
should be eliminated from modelling [52,53].

In this issue, Jardine et al. [7] offer a new means to identify
fatty acids that are most likely to yield useful information
aboutdiet, througha large synthesis from316controlled feeding
studies for awide range of organisms. In their evaluation of the
regressions of the fatty acid proportions in consumer tissue and
diet, for some fatty acids, they found very weak relationships in
all predator classes (i.e. 18:0), suggesting that these fatty acids
convey little information about diet consumed, despite their
prominence in predator and prey tissues [7]. Evaluation of indi-
vidual correlations offers an objective solution to this issue of
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fatty acid selection; without a strong relationship between fatty
acid proportion in predator and prey, there is no reason to
include that variable in modelling. Unfortunately, as Jardine
et al. [7] point out, the minimum correlation for inclusion does
remain a subjective decision, with their suggestion of 0.2 as a
cut-off. A prudent approach might involve first selecting fatty
acids based on correlation of predator and prey fatty acids,
and then refinement following Bromaghin et al.’s [52] method
of comparison of prey with adjusted predator profiles.

( f ) Diet models
While the earliest quantitative applications of fatty acids to esti-
mate diet used numerical optimization models (quantitative
fatty acid signature analysis, QFASA; [2]), more recent appli-
cations have begun to draw on the wealth of Bayesian
models employed in stable isotope ecology [5,50], leading to
uncertainty about the most appropriate models to apply. Lit-
manen et al. [54, this issue] provides some guidance on this,
with an initial critical comparison of the two classes of
methods. These authors found that while all methods mostly
performed well, QFASA was favoured in the scenarios they
evaluated, in part because it had significantly shorter compu-
tation times and less ambiguity in the results [54]. The value
in combining data from bulk stable isotope values and fatty
acids in mixing model analyses has long been recognized,
and modelling approaches that can incorporate both types of
data are now available [49,55].

An obvious next extension is to combine fatty acid pro-
portional data with stable isotope data of individual fatty
acids, i.e. compound-specific isotope analysis (CSIA), offering
greater power to resolve complex diets and address questions
in trophic ecology (e.g. reviewed in [56, this issue]). However,
as with applications of fatty acid proportional data, successful
implementationofCSIArequires anunderstandingof theeffects
of predator metabolism on isotopic composition of fatty acids.
As Burian et al. [33, this issue] and others [57,58] have demon-
strated, such trophic fractionation is complex and rarely meets
expectations based on fatty acid structure.We agreewith Twin-
ing et al.’s [56, this issue] conclusion that muchmore effort must
be placed on establishing reliable trophic fractionation factors,
and we urge researchers to consider the criteria described
above in their design; the same considerationswill apply.More-
over, it is critical that the performance of these models is tested
with increasingly complex empirically collected data from
actual experiments, not just simulations, including mixtures of
prey, and under a range of environmental conditions. New
experiments are needed to determine if the trophic
modification factors for a given consumer can reliably be
approximated with the synthesis approach used in Jardine
et al. [7], or if organism trophic modification is too specific to
individual diet composition towarrant general calibration coef-
ficients. These issues are important, because if estimates of
consumer trophic modification for fatty acids are inaccurate
and the results of analyses are sensitive to these limitations, it
will not matter which mixing model approach is being used.
4. Conclusion
The use of fatty acids as trophic tracers requires bridging
three distinct fields: ecology, physiology and chemistry. A
fundamental limitation in the field at this point is that the
experts in these very different disciplines may not understand
the nuances of the other disciplines. For example, ecologists
who wish to use fatty acids as trophic tracers may not fully
appreciate the roles of different fatty acids in organism physi-
ology and lipid metabolism. Likewise, a chemist who is well
versed in the lipid analysis and physiological function of
these fatty acids may still not understand the ecology or
physiology of an organism. The path forward involves inter-
disciplinary collaboration and well-designed experimental
studies. The contributions to this special issue provide
many fine examples of these interdisciplinary approaches
from leaders in the field with diverse areas of expertise.
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